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“Going to scale”, “Scaling up”

- We all talk about it
  
  ✓ Achieving impact at scale is a key ambition
  ✓ Strong demand from countries, globally to access OFSP
  ✓ We have great technologies, and piloted delivery mechanisms

- We are committed to going to scale

- The question is: HOW?
• How to scale up (and what exactly)?
• How to scale up well? (effectiveness, efficiency)
• How do we know that we are doing it well?

➢ Need a systematic and well documented approach to scaling up.

➢ SUSTAIN was designed to develop and assess such an approach to scale up:
  • Seed systems
  • Nutrition integration
  • Commercial processing
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2 rounds of questions:

1. **Progress made**
   - Approaches used
   - Results coming up
   - Use of M&E
   - Adjustments you have made and why

1. **Lessons emerging**
   - Key elements of successful scaling
   - What do we need to improve for overall learning (beyond SUSTAIN)
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